
Reviewed by Peter Caroline
Comparisons, it is said, are odious…but in

some cases, unavoidable. In a market-driven econ-
omy, the prime reason for putting an item into pro-
duction is because the makers expect that it will
sell. In the case of a totally new category, it’s a
crapshoot. A new product entering a proven suc-
cessful category is a surer bet. Several years ago,
Taurus introduced a .45 Colt/.410 revolver called
The Judge. Although the concept had, and still
has, its detractors, the product has been a brilliant
marketing success. Taurus now has more Judges
than the Supreme Court, in a wide variety of con-
figurations. So it is not surprising that Smith &
Wesson, having more than a bit of experience and
success in the revolver field, now has their own
entry into the combo wheelgun field. Meet the
new S&W Governor. 

One might describe the Governor as a snubby
on growth hormones. With its 2-3/4” barrel, it is 8-
1/2” long and, thanks to its scandium alloy frame,
weighs 29.6 ounces. Despite its lightweight alloy
construction, it has a pleasingly substantial heft.

The finish is an even matte black. The most signifi-
cant differences from its competition are its capac-
ity and its capabilities. It has a six-round cylinder,
and will chamber not only the expected .45 Colt
and .410 shotshell, but also .45 ACP, in moon
clips. This latter is a most welcome addition.
While .45 Colt is a potent and proven defense
round, it is not always universally available, partic-
ularly at mass merchandisers. No such problem
with .45 ACP.

The Governor features a dovetailed front Tri-
tium Night Sight and a fixed rear sight. The sights
are very clear and easy to line up in a hurry. Just
above the thumblatch is the obligatory internal
lock. The standard Hogue rubber Bantam grips are
comfortable and secure. The Governor is also
available with Crimson Trace® Laser Grips.

At the range, the Governor displayed its
appetite for a wide variety of loads. I fired .45
Colt in CCI Blazer 200-grain JHP, Winchester
250-grain lead flat nose and Ultramax 250-grain
lead round nose flat point cowboy loads. The .45
ACP field was represented by Winchester 230-
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